The Story of IAPA
The idea of creating our organisation was composed in 2007.
On international level it is observable that the activity of civil guards is appreciated. This tendency is stronger on national and local
levels. The changes of problems of public security and crime prevention cause these processes.
Our intention is to originate the professional relationship and friendly contact between the organisations of the civil guards, in order
to create contacts with the civil guards all over the world and to initiate them in the international work.
We have seen that activity of the civil guards is based everywhere on the same principles, to do voluntary for the community.
All these prove that our intention is common in the whole world: the bettering of the public security, the defence of the national,
the effective and complete crime prevention, to which our organisation is willing to give aid, professional assistance and business
federation.
Our programmes:
Popularization of the social crime prevention on international level.
Extending the international relationships of the civil organisations dealing with the public security and crime prevention, mapping
our collaboration-possibilities, organising international programmes and professional conferences.
Collecting international experiences, making professional programmes on field of education, teaching, capacity development and
protect the environment.
Defence of the public order and of the traffic safety, voluntary putting out of fire, life-saving, averting of catastrophe, creating the
international collaborating possibilities of the voluntary civil guards being active on the area of the victim protection, coordinating
the activity of the organisations participating on the mutual assistance.
We want to establish a paper, which presents the activity of the civil guard, the everyday life, the professional news from the whole
world and publish the actual news in connection with the civil guards, the notices, programmes and the successes. In every
publication a civil guard organisation will introduce itself from anywhere of the world, where we can become acquainted with their
leaders, works and successes.
The civil guards must face always more and higher level provocations in the future:
Increased claim from the inhabitants for the more visible presence of the guardsmen in the public places.
The state organs will develop more and more closer cooperation with the civil guards.
The increasing interest of radio, TV and so on for the activity of the civil guards and the news in connection with them, it means
that the actions, appearance, behaviour of guardsmen will more and more in lime-light.
In connection with the successful performance of the above mentioned we receive many positive remarks:
Our presence in the public places has a strong effect to the feeling of security of the inhabitants.
The social recognition of guardsmen increases.
These two short summaries necessitate the followings:
Civil guard organisations representing professionally and in great numbers significant potential
Continuous and multilevelled trainings of the members
Unified frame of mind and action.
With the help of IAPA the civil guards can get „international knowledge” and ramifying connections.
Our activity and outcomes till now:
-Professional conferences, trainings at home and abroad.
(Orange County Swat training 2009, International Conference Orlando 2009, IAPA speech-day Syma hall 2009, self-defence
training BRFK-BPSZ 2010, High-level civil guard course BRFK-BPSZ 2010, „Special Constabulary 2010”, International
Conference, London, IAPA speech-day 2010, IAPA International Conference Budapest 2011)
Sarasota training 2011 is planned
Voluntary fireman and civil guard training continuously
- international connections (17 countries joined IAPA till now)
- Conversations and exchange of experiences
- Scholarship, competition
- Aiding of professional programmes
- International business federation
- Extending of collaborating partners
- Creating IAPA accommodation possibilities
- Organising travels
- International trends
- Possibility for the organisation to present himself on web.
We are awaiting everybody among our members, who will do the best for the environment.
Our slogan: „IAPA the bonds of friendship”

